
To Whom It May Concern, 

Before commencing my current role I was the Raise Drill Manager for the Raise drills with UME 
Australia. 

I was approached within that time whilst on site at George Fisher by the Superintendent’s and 
Engineers (Xstrata Mt Isa Mines) to see what could be done to improve the processes for paste pipe 
installation as well as improving the life span and reducing costly down time due to failure of paste 
casings. 

I first went into how the current paste pipes were being installed and reasons behind failure: 

•	 Current set up was to drill the hole required for the casing into the back fill stope this involved 
setting up a production drill in the area, area had to be of size that a production drill could set up 
in the area so back (Roof) height and width of drive had to be taken into consideration. Once the 
set up was complete the hole could be drilled which usually involved two passes i.e. small hole 
reamed out to a nominated larger size, machine was then removed so the paste pipe installation 
crew could come in and install the paste casing.

•	 The crew to install the paste casing usually consisted of up to 4 personnel, first bolts and sheave 
wheel had to be installed above the area where the paste pipes were being installed and the 
winch set up to lower the casing installed. Hot work permit had to be obtained and working at 
heights if working from a basket mancage,  lengths of casing were approximately 3 meters and 
each length was welded as it was lowered down the casing hole, once sufficient length of casing 
had been lowered the bottom of the hole was blocked off whilst the pipe was suspended then 
from above the casing was in capsulated with grout to reduce vibration of the casing or a large 
plate was affixed to the bottom of the pipe and bolted to the backs to support the pipe.

•	 Problems occurred with both of these scenarios , if the casing as a whole was grouted in then 
the casing could not be removed/reused, if the casing was chaired off at the top and bottom 
but had no support internally the casing was prone to failures from abrasiveness of the paste 
at the welded joints or the pipe cracked due to vibrations incurred whilst filling causing costly 
delays with the back fill of the stope. Time to drill and install to completion through this method 
could take up to 5 days (4 personnel approximately 240 hours) problems also occurred with the 
installation if the drilled casing hole was not straight (off line)

During this time I was in contact with Ozcon Industries whom were suppling the paste casing 
already to George Fisher Mine, discussions were held over the size of the casing and a method 
concept I had regarding the use of a raise drill to drill and install the casing thus reducing set-up, 
manpower required, premature failure of the casing, ease of installation and removal if required and 
safety. Together with the assistance of Ozcon a driver tool was designed as well as casing including 
coupling driver and various tooling required to complete the task utilising the raise drill, test pieces 
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were manufactured for trail purposes so testing could be coordinated prior to full scale manufacture 
of the casing and couplings. 

Initial trials indicated that the process was going to be a success but modifications would need 
to be implemented to the tooling, once the tooling had been manufactured a batch containing 
approximately 300 meters of pipe was manufactured along with the preliminary chairing device 
being approved by the mine, pipe was ready now for full scale installation into active stope areas. 

First initial drill hole was completed taking approximately two shifts to set up and drill the first casing 
hole at 26 meters in depth, installations of the paste casing and chairing took approximately 2 shifts 
with 1 shift to de rig and remove drill and components from the site total time taken was 5 shifts or 
2.5 days already a saving of up to 2.5 days utilising 2 men, total hours were 108 which in turn was a 
saving of over 130 hours plus associated equipment not required welders, hot work permits, hoists/
winches and with a strong focus on safety the ability to withdraw elements like hoists, working at 
heights , hot work was removed as the casing was installed utilising the drill set up and configuration. 

Next casing went on to further reduce that time to 2 days installed for the approximate same depth 
of hole being 26 meters, another saving of 4 hours was then achieved on the next hole with the hole 
being drilled to cased in under 2 days a saving of over 3 days and 150 man hours thus improving 
back fill times as casings were installed quicker, saving to the mine in man hours alone were over 
7k this figure did not include machine cost savings. 

Over a period of time from the first installation which was monitored, no blockages were incurred 
on the paste line, no vibrational damaged occurred to the paste casing due to the coupling acting 
as a stabiliser in the hole, no ruptured joints were reported as they were now coupled not welded, 
chairing device allowed for ease of access for paste line installation or the casing could be re-used 
and moved to another stope (this was un achievable with the existing casing design). Over this period 
improvements of the installation tooling were made and thread designs for ease of coupling were 
designed and implemented on the new casings that were installed, packaging of the casing was also 
improved helping further with the time decrease in installation. Not only can the casings be utilised 
on a 9” hole but the concept can be utilised on much larger holes for casing or smaller diameter 
holes that are required to be cased. 

Benefits- Risk was reduced, safety improved, life span of casing increased, ease of installation and 
removal if required, reduction on equipment needed, improved production times, reduced delay 
times and monetary/time savings were obtained. 

Best regards, 

Sasha Cust 
Technical Sales Rep - Raisebore 


